MAKING FROM HOME BAMBOO SKEWERS

Now that it’s starting to get a bit too nippy to bring out the trusty barbecue, there’s a good chance you have a pack of bamboo skewers lying around. If that’s the case, why not grab them and put them to use in your next ‘making from home’ project? Heaps of fun this week. Enjoy!

WALL DECOR
Check out these simple geometric designs, in order to spruce up a bare wall at home. We’ve got hearts, a starburst with small mirrors and a 3D geometric piece which can easily be customised to your tastes.

ADVANCED PROJECTS
If you’re keen to challenge yourself by building something a little more impressive, then why not give one of these fun projects a go? We’ve got a miniature gazebo, hyperboloid or even a cutting board!

COMPLETELY RANDOM
Here is a selection of projects we found that we thought we would share, with no other reason than they were cool! A functioning swingset, a fruit bowl or a bow, complete with arrows. What will you make?

NEED MORE IDEAS?
Below are a couple more videos with a few more ideas to check out. But, if you’re keen to try something different, click here on the right to take our marshmallow challenge!

Don’t forget to share your creations with us online. #studio55makers #makingfromhome